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Something evil is coming. From the outer edge of the galaxy it approaches.And wherever it

passes it leaves a trail of death and destruction in its path.Pandara the Warrior Queen and her

followers is a ruthless band of terrorists intent on bringing chaos to the galaxy. And guiding

them is a much more malevolent force; Algo whose influence can control minds from great

distances is reaching out from his prison.Tom Sterling is the one person who can stop him. But

he too is now being controlled and has rebelled against everyone and everything he has ever

known. No longer a member of the World Space Agency, he is a renegade who is now in

league with Pandara.Together they plan to steal the most dangerous substance in the galaxy –

the Devil Plague. Just a few drops will end all life on a planet. And the Earth will be the first

target.The Knights of Zardonia find themselves unable to fight back as they become embroiled

in a war against both the Verm and Japeski.And behind it all, the Sage has a secret – one that

will lead to Algo re-entering the galaxy as its new ruler.

"Having read the first 2 books in the series I had to finish it. I thoroughly enjoyed this trilogy.

Likable characters that are familiar but different enough to wonder what it is they are going to

do next. John's writing style reminds me of the EE "Doc" Smith style of the fifties. Fast paced

and full of action, you will either love these books right from the start or you won't, personally I

think they are great. Read them and have some fun, I highly recommend them." Pen Fold "A

Discerner" (UK) About the AuthorJohn Pullen has spent most of his career in media, first as a

cameraman, then as a writer, director and producer of factual programmes. His worst moment

came when he accidently hit Prime Minister Margaret Thatcher hard on the head with his video

camera. He has also written many books over the years, both fiction and non-fiction. The latter

encompasses general and professional aviation, medicine and history. A number of his novels

are fantasy adventures and are aimed at "young adults and adults who are young". Currently

he lives near London and for relaxation flies planes and plays tennis.
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OneWarrior Queen “I am a Sage, one of an ancient race who watches over the galaxy,

recording its happenings and on occasions influencing it for the good. The era of Algo has

passed…but the influence of his evil persists. From the edge of the galaxy…a twisted timeline…

an error of evolution…and a new danger has been reborn. Pandara the Warrior Queen lives…

and now she views the galaxy with lust in her eyes and evil in her heart. And so starts this

tale…”One It started on a street in a medium-sized town on the planet Akira. Two hover cars

collided resulting in little more than an exchange of paint colour. But what followed shocked the

various onlookers to the core. One of the drivers jumped out of her vehicle and dragged the

other out of his car and on to the roadway. Before the victim had a moment to defend himself,

the first driver set about him in the most violent of ways. In less than 30 seconds she had killed

him. She straightened up and looked around her inviting anyone to dare to intervene. Most

decided to decline her unspoken offer. But one of the witnesses had other ideas. With a

terrifying roar a male onlooker rushed towards her. She returned his roar with a blood-curdling

scream. As they set about each other, other fights seemed to spontaneously break out all

around. It was indiscriminate; no pattern at all except for the level of uncontrolled violence.

And it was not confined to this one area. In the coming hours all over the town, similar conflicts

erupted. Within 12 hours over a quarter of the town’s population had killed or been killed. The

local law enforcement officers tried to bring order but they were totally outnumbered. And

worse was to come. Just as suddenly, some of the security personnel became violent and hit

out at both colleagues and strangers. Law and order soon broke down completely. A call for

help went out to the planet’s main administration complex. It was sent by the local governor

before he became trapped in his office and was then murdered by his young secretary. Over

the next 24 hours security troops arrived from the capitol city. They entered the town and

attempted to bring calm to those affected but without any success. It was less than 12 hours

later that some of them became infected turning into psychopathic killers. The president of

Akira was desperate and had to agree with his council that they had run out of options.

Everything they tried only made the situation worse. There was only one possible course of

action left to him. He called the Knights of Zardonia.Two The large rocky asteroid of Xeno is

arguably the most dangerous place in the galaxy. It is a barren world and had been left that

way on purpose. That is except for one area. It is called Fort Naxos but to the scientists and

technicians who work there, it is known as Devil’s Island. For what they produce and store

here, is said to be the work of the Devil incarnate. Deep within one of the reinforced bunkers

which made up the establishment, Professor Baras stared unblinking as the tray of six flasks

was slowly and very carefully slid into a maximum security vault. Even though there were two

unbreakable screens separating him and his team from the tray, he felt his heart pounding in

his chest. Only when the massive door to the vault had closed and the computers indicated it

was sealed, did he let out a sigh and the breath he had been holding onto. “I’m glad that’s

over,” said one of the technicians in the laboratory. “Every time we have to carry out an



inventory on that stuff, I feel like it could be the last thing I do.” “If any of those flasks should

break and contaminate this area,” replied Baras, “it would be the end, and not just for you. One

drop delivered in the right way could wipe out thousands.” “I still don’t understand why we

have to keep it here. Couldn’t we just destroy the whole lot and be done with it?” “I only wish

it was as simple as that. But VX-5 or the Devil Plague as it has been described and many of

the other pathogens stored here were developed on other worlds. And just because we are

pretty certain we have all the samples in existence, it doesn’t mean that some crazed individual

or species will try to synthesise any of them again and use it as a weapon of ultimate mass

destruction.” “I get it; if they do develop it and use it, we have to have supplies in order to

work on an antidote.” “That’s correct,” replied Baras, “but up till now, we have failed to find one

of VX-5. That is why it is guarded so well.” “It’s probably the only reason I can rest at night,”

said the technician. “Having the Knights of Zardonia permanently on guard makes me feel a lot

safer.”
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Everything they tried only made the situation worse. There was only one possible course of

action left to him. He called the Knights of Zardonia.Two The large rocky asteroid of Xeno is

arguably the most dangerous place in the galaxy. It is a barren world and had been left that

way on purpose. That is except for one area. It is called Fort Naxos but to the scientists and

technicians who work there, it is known as Devil’s Island. For what they produce and store

here, is said to be the work of the Devil incarnate. Deep within one of the reinforced bunkers

which made up the establishment, Professor Baras stared unblinking as the tray of six flasks

was slowly and very carefully slid into a maximum security vault. Even though there were two

unbreakable screens separating him and his team from the tray, he felt his heart pounding in

his chest. Only when the massive door to the vault had closed and the computers indicated it

was sealed, did he let out a sigh and the breath he had been holding onto. “I’m glad that’s

over,” said one of the technicians in the laboratory. “Every time we have to carry out an

inventory on that stuff, I feel like it could be the last thing I do.” “If any of those flasks should

break and contaminate this area,” replied Baras, “it would be the end, and not just for you. One

drop delivered in the right way could wipe out thousands.” “I still don’t understand why we

have to keep it here. Couldn’t we just destroy the whole lot and be done with it?” “I only wish

it was as simple as that. But VX-5 or the Devil Plague as it has been described and many of

the other pathogens stored here were developed on other worlds. And just because we are

pretty certain we have all the samples in existence, it doesn’t mean that some crazed individual

or species will try to synthesise any of them again and use it as a weapon of ultimate mass

destruction.” “I get it; if they do develop it and use it, we have to have supplies in order to

work on an antidote.” “That’s correct,” replied Baras, “but up till now, we have failed to find one

of VX-5. That is why it is guarded so well.” “It’s probably the only reason I can rest at night,”

said the technician. “Having the Knights of Zardonia permanently on guard makes me feel a lot

safer.” “Indeed you are correct,” replied Baras. “This is one of the most secure parts of the

galaxy. No one in their right mind would try to break in here.” He couldn’t have been more

wrong.Three “Where is the nearest ship to Akira?” asked Lord Arthura, head of the Knights of

Zardonia after receiving the emergency call for help. Sir Jared, his aide-de-camp looked up

from the sensor screen he had been viewing. “There is a Sabre on patrol close to the Akiran

star system. It is less than four hours away.” “Who is in command?” “Sir Mons aided by Sir

Cressia.” “Good, order them to set a course for Akira.” “Yes My Lord.” “And Jared.” “Yes

My Lord?” “Order them to make full sensor sweeps from orbit. I don’t want any of our people

on that planet until we know what we’re dealing with.”Four From far across the galaxy she

came. Her small but powerful fleet of ships had taken months to get this far. However the trip

had been anything but quiet and uneventful. They had stopped at various star systems and

carried out their well-rehearsed plan. And it had been profitable. Over three quarters of their

chosen planets or to be more precise, their chosen victims had given in to her demands and

paid out handsomely. As for the ones who did not, the violence that spread from city to city

depleted the population until there was but a fraction left to face a post-apocalyptic future.

And now her fleet had landed on an uninhabited world in a star system close to the Akiran one.

On the bridge of the lead ship, she who commanded all around her looked satisfied as she

received the latest report from her operatives on Akira. “…so Your Majesty, the contagion has

spread to almost 10% of the planet. Their government broadcasts are getting more desperate

with each passing hour.” “Very well,” replied Pandara, who also enjoyed the given title of

Warrior Queen, “it will soon be time to offer them a last saving hope.” She smiled as she

visualised the carnage she had inflicted on the stricken planet.Five “We are approaching Akira,”

stated Sir Mons. Cressia looked up from her sensor operations position to the rear of the



cockpit. “Then I shall start sensor scans immediately.” The Sabre took up orbit at 250

kilometres above the planet. As it moved over the surface, the sensors swept the various

towns, cities and settlements below. The first orbit took 20 minutes to complete but at the end

Cressia had collected enough raw data for the on-board computer to digest. Sir Mons was

anxious to land and see for himself what the situation on the ground was really like. He had

visited Akira a number of times in the past and knew some of those who lived there. However

he also knew the order from Lord Arthura made a lot of sense. They didn’t yet know what they

were dealing with. The computer seemed to be taking an age when Cressia suddenly spoke

up. “I have a resolution,” she said. “What does it tell us?” “Physically there is no evidence

of an armed intrusion or any natural geophysical event anywhere on the planet.” “Then there

is no enemy present?” asked Mons. “Not in that sense no. However, the biological scans

indicate a discrepancy between the affected areas and those that exhibit no violence at the

present time.” “Can you define exactly what the discrepancy is?” “I am afraid not. Our on-

board computer does not have enough power.” “Then send all the data to Zardonia. Their

mainframes should be more than adequate for the task.” “Agreed, I am transmitting all the

data now.” When she had finished, she looked up again. “I can however, say one thing for

sure.” “And what is that?” asked Mons. “That whatever it is, it is spreading fast. At this rate,

most of the planet will be affected within 48 hours.”Six The data package from Cressia reached

Zardonia and was immediately channelled to one of the science centres where Sir Kaytier was

waiting. It was up-loaded into one of the super-computers which began to interrogate every

aspect of the information provided. “How does it proceed?” asked Sir Galliad as he entered

the laboratory. “The computer is working on it as we speak,” replied Kaytier. “It is always good

to see you Galliad, but is there a specific reason for your visit?” “There is. Lord Arthura has

ordered a squadron of Sabres to make ready for a possible mission to Akira.” “Who is in

command?” “Sir Arkan and he is…” “I think I understand now,” she replied. “Arkan is busy

readying the squadron for a possible battle with an unknown enemy and he has sent you to

find out if there is any scientific cause to the situation.” “That is correct. Arkan is hoping there

is a physical enemy behind it so that he can engage them in combat. I think that he quietly

hopes you will not find another cause.” “Then I fear he will be disappointed,” said Kaytier.

“You have found something?” “The computer has not yet finished analysing all of the data but

the first indications point to the source of the problem as being biological in nature.” “A

virus?” “Perhaps, but whatever it is, it has been weaponised. I believe we are dealing with an

enemy and a very dangerous one at that.”

He couldn’t have been more wrong.Three “Where is the nearest ship to Akira?” asked Lord

Arthura, head of the Knights of Zardonia after receiving the emergency call for help. Sir

Jared, his aide-de-camp looked up from the sensor screen he had been viewing. “There is a

Sabre on patrol close to the Akiran star system. It is less than four hours away.” “Who is in

command?” “Sir Mons aided by Sir Cressia.” “Good, order them to set a course for Akira.”

“Yes My Lord.” “And Jared.” “Yes My Lord?” “Order them to make full sensor sweeps from

orbit. I don’t want any of our people on that planet until we know what we’re dealing

with.”Four From far across the galaxy she came. Her small but powerful fleet of ships had taken

months to get this far. However the trip had been anything but quiet and uneventful. They had

stopped at various star systems and carried out their well-rehearsed plan. And it had been

profitable. Over three quarters of their chosen planets or to be more precise, their chosen

victims had given in to her demands and paid out handsomely. As for the ones who did not, the

violence that spread from city to city depleted the population until there was but a fraction left
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sensors swept the various towns, cities and settlements below. The first orbit took 20 minutes

to complete but at the end Cressia had collected enough raw data for the on-board computer

to digest. Sir Mons was anxious to land and see for himself what the situation on the ground

was really like. He had visited Akira a number of times in the past and knew some of those who

lived there. However he also knew the order from Lord Arthura made a lot of sense. They didn’t

yet know what they were dealing with. The computer seemed to be taking an age when

Cressia suddenly spoke up. “I have a resolution,” she said. “What does it tell us?”

“Physically there is no evidence of an armed intrusion or any natural geophysical event

anywhere on the planet.” “Then there is no enemy present?” asked Mons. “Not in that

sense no. However, the biological scans indicate a discrepancy between the affected areas

and those that exhibit no violence at the present time.” “Can you define exactly what the

discrepancy is?” “I am afraid not. Our on-board computer does not have enough power.”

“Then send all the data to Zardonia. Their mainframes should be more than adequate for the

task.” “Agreed, I am transmitting all the data now.” When she had finished, she looked up

again. “I can however, say one thing for sure.” “And what is that?” asked Mons. “That

whatever it is, it is spreading fast. At this rate, most of the planet will be affected within 48

hours.”Six The data package from Cressia reached Zardonia and was immediately channelled

to one of the science centres where Sir Kaytier was waiting. It was up-loaded into one of the

super-computers which began to interrogate every aspect of the information provided. “How

does it proceed?” asked Sir Galliad as he entered the laboratory. “The computer is working

on it as we speak,” replied Kaytier. “It is always good to see you Galliad, but is there a specific

reason for your visit?” “There is. Lord Arthura has ordered a squadron of Sabres to make

ready for a possible mission to Akira.” “Who is in command?” “Sir Arkan and he is…” “I

think I understand now,” she replied. “Arkan is busy readying the squadron for a possible battle

with an unknown enemy and he has sent you to find out if there is any scientific cause to the

situation.” “That is correct. Arkan is hoping there is a physical enemy behind it so that he can

engage them in combat. I think that he quietly hopes you will not find another cause.” “Then I

fear he will be disappointed,” said Kaytier. “You have found something?” “The computer has

not yet finished analysing all of the data but the first indications point to the source of the

problem as being biological in nature.” “A virus?” “Perhaps, but whatever it is, it has been

weaponised. I believe we are dealing with an enemy and a very dangerous one at

that.”Seven The leader of Akira, President Kendral, was the first to receive the broadcasted

message. His communications control centre knew at once that the person requesting, or more

correctly, demanding to be put through to him was serious. Pandara appeared on his

personal comms screen in his office. He spent a few moments apprising the person who had

apparently brought so much death and misery to his planet. She had a slightly darker than

olive complexion and her hair was a mass of long black curls. But it was her eyes which really



scared him; black pupils, wide open and glaring out at him. “Who do I have the honour of

addressing?” asked the President carefully. “I am Pandara and that is all you need to know

about me.” “Are you responsible for the tragedy that is raging across my planet?” “I am.”

“Then what do you want?” “I want to help you by providing the means to stop the plague.”

“And what is the price you are demanding for this assistance?” She smiled but not in a

friendly way. “I possess an antidote which can be synthesised very quickly and distributed

through your water supply. The cure is very fast and permanent. You could halt this epidemic in

a matter of hours.” “I repeat,” demanded Kendral, “what do want in return?” “It is something

quite simple and easy for you to provide. Akira is known for one thing, its mining of black

diamonds. You have within your central vaults, one of the largest collections in this part of the

galaxy. I want them.” President Kendral took an unconscious step back. “They are the life-

blood of this planet’s economy. Without them, we would be bankrupt.” “And with them, you

will not have a planet. You decide Mr President. I will give you one hour to make up your

mind.”Eight The message was picked up by Cressia’s passive sensors and automatically

flagged up for her attention. She and Mons reviewed it and immediately relayed it to Zardonia.

When she had finished the task she looked towards Mons. “This Pandara, I have not seen or

heard of her before.” Mons shook his head. “Neither her name or species is known to me.

Where she comes from, I have no idea.” Which were the same questions and comments

raised in Lord Arthura’s office after he and Jared had watched the recorded message. “I think

this is proof-positive,” said Arthura, “that we are dealing with a new enemy.” “And a ruthless

one at that,” added Jared. “Such behaviour would be hard to contemplate even from Garrack

Axos and the Verm.” Arthura allowed a smile of irony to cross his face. “That is probably

because he did not have access to such weapons.” Jared nodded in agreement. The truce

between the Verm and the Knights still held. But it would be a brave person to bet on how long

it would last. “What is it you wish to do about the situation My Lord?” “Convene a war

cabinet Jared. Summon our senior knights and…” He was interrupted by a communications

flash. Jared checked its contents. “Our sensors have picked up a non-Zardonian vessel

transiting the Avalon Nebula. It is close to entering our space.” “An enemy?” Jared read the

latest line of the communication as it updated. “No My Lord, the ship has been identified. It is

the Sage.”Nine The three Vipers from the World Space Agency or WSA approached the Earth.

They had just transited from the lunar colonies on an advanced patrol exercise and were now

about to enter the upper atmosphere before making a controlled descent and finally landing at

Biggin Hill Spaceport to the south east of London. The lead ship was being flown by Cadet

Tom Sterling. “Big blue globe directly ahead, I think it’s the Earth,” he reported to the other

two vessels. “Very funny,” replied Jetta Goddard in Viper II. “I don’t know what we’d do without

your vast knowledge of astro-geography.” “Yeah, I thought you’d both be impressed.” “Well

I’m not exactly impressed by your use of communication protocols,” said Red Thomson, the

third member of their group and the pilot of Viper III. “This is supposed to be an advanced flight

exercise. You don’t know who from the academy might be listening in.” “Ah they won’t mind,”

replied Tom, “the mission has gone without a flaw. We flew to the Moon, landed, had a cup of

coffee, said “Hi” to the academy liaison officer and now we’re about to do a standard approach

and landing. What can possibly go wrong?” The neurological wave crashed into his mind,

overcoming his conscious thoughts and any chance he had of defending himself. For nearly a

minute he was transfixed; neurologically frozen. Then it was gone, just as abruptly as it had

arrived. But he had been changed and so would the world he knew.Ten The war cabinet had

convened in the main conference centre near Lord Arthura’s office. Besides Arthura and Jared,

they had been joined by Kaytier, Arkan, Galliad and the Sage. “You have all the information



we have managed to assemble in the time allowed,” said Arthura. “And in this particular

situation, time is of the essence.” “This is nothing more but a terrorist attack at heart,” stated

Jared. “But a very dangerous one,” added Kaytier, “and their weapon of terror is biological; in

my opinion the worst type that can be used against a species.” There were nods of

agreement all round. “The course of action is obvious to me,” said Arkan. “We must find this

Pandara and stop her by any means possible.” “We have to find her first,” said Galliad.

“Attempts by Mons and Cressia to trace the transmission have failed. The broadcast trail was

hidden within the carrier wave.” “Finding her and bringing her to justice is not our first priority,”

said Arthura. “We have to find a way to stabilise the situation on Akira before the population is

wiped out.” “Can you synthesise an antidote?” asked Jared. Kaytier shook her head.

“Perhaps with enough time, but at the present moment we cannot even isolate the contagion

involved. It is not an option in the time we have left.” “Then the decision must reside with the

Akiran authorities,” said Arkan. “They have been offered an antidote by Pandara,” offered

Galliad. “At a price which will ruin the planet,” said Jared. “I do not believe they have any

other choice,” added Kaytier. Arthura turned to the Sage. “You have said little Old Friend. Your

wisdom and insight would be most welcome in this matter.” The Sage took a moment of

stillness before answering. “What has been said here is not false. The choices within the time

frame are limited. For the present moment, Akira is in charge of its own destiny.” “Is it a

coincidence that your arrival here coincides with this situation?” asked Arthura. “In the

manner of all things, coincidence does not have a place here. Events flow forwards and

occasionally backwards in time. There is always an evolution to any occurrence. It is only the

similarity of the summation that provides the concept of coincidence.” “Then you have

something more to add to our knowledge here?” asked Arthura. “I have. After the time of

Algo, I warned Tom Sterling that the effects of Algo had spread to the far reaches of the galaxy.

The cosmic balance had shifted. In some parts of the galaxy, evil was created and in others evil

was released.” “You mean Pandara is a direct result of Algo’s power?” asked Kaytier. “I do.

Before the banishment of Algo, his influence spread and altered the universal balance.

Pandara is but the first of a new line of evil and chaos.” There was a quiet but perceptible

groan from Jared. “What troubles you Jared?” asked Arkan. “We have fought evil before.” “It

is not Pandara who elicits my consternation,” replied Jared. “It is the mention of Tom Sterling.

Surely this situation cannot involve him?” “I understand your trepidation Jared,” said Arthura,

“but Tom Sterling has a link to Fate. If Pandara emanates from the evil of Algo, then she is

indeed dangerous and we again may need his services.” He paused before adding, “No matter

what additional havoc he may cause. Is this what you perceive Old Friend?” The Sage

nodded. “It is the principal reason for my presence. I sensed Pandara as she approached this

part of the galaxy. Her potential to lay planets bare is uncompromising. Whether she

understands it or not, her essence was created in the fire of Algo. Tom Sterling may be our only

chance. However, he will also be one of the first that Algo will seek out.”Eleven “Tom, do you

read, over?” said Jet. No answer. “Viper II to Viper I, respond.” Still no answer. One last

attempt. “Viper I this Viper II, respond now or I’m calling in an emergency.” Jet’s finger

hovered over the transponder danger button. One press would send out an alarm which would

have the effect of putting the WSA standby teams on full alert. It was used in times of great

danger but could also be utilised if a ship was in danger. However, if she went ahead, it would

mean an inquiry and that was not what they wanted whilst being assessed. She was about to

take action when… “Viper I receiving you. What’s up?” “What do mean, “What’s up?” You

were silent for nearly a minute. I almost sounded the alert code.” “Uh, I’m not too sure. It must

have been a comms fault or something. But I can hear you now, so everything’s cool.” “Well I



think we should report it just in case it’s a problem that will return.” “Nah, I wouldn’t,” replied

Tom. “If it happens again, we’ll do it, does that suit you?” “Against my better judgement,” said

Jet. “But I’m not happy about it.” There was silence between them as they began to set up for

their initial approach back to the WSA spaceport. “Any one fancy a bit of fun?” said Tom.

“No,” replied Jet and Red in unison. “Oh come on guys, this flight has been so routine…it’s

become boring.” “I like boring,” replied Red. “And when I’m being assessed,” said Jet, “I

think routine is just fine.” “Please yourselves then,” said Tom, “but I fancy seeing how fast a

Viper can accelerate from a slow cruise speed.” “The flight manual tells you that,” said Red.

“You just need to learn to read and everything will become clear to you.” “You know Tom

doesn’t do reading,” added Jet. “Well not when I can test it out for myself.” “For what

reason?” asked Red. “What if we’re in a situation when we’re um, jumped on by enemy

fighters?” “I would think my sensors would warn me before that happened,” said Jet. “Okay,”

replied Tom, “you’ve got a point there. But we’re still five minutes from entering controlled

airspace. It would be a shame to waste good Viper time.” “Don’t Tom…” pleaded Jet. But

too late. Tom guided his ship away from the other two. “You’re a mathematician Red,” said

Tom, “you can time me.” “Don’t do it Tom.” He ignored her and set the Viper up. He checked

ahead – no other ships in the vicinity. Next check his altitude – high enough and out of

controlled airspace. In Tom’s head he had covered all the relevant points. It only left the fun bit.

He slammed the throttles forwards. There was a roar from the engine as it spooled up faster

than it was supposed to do unless under extreme conditions. Tom was slammed back into his

seat. Even with the force dampeners set to maximum, he felt as though he could barely move

his arms. The Viper rocketed forwards and gained speed quickly. “This is so cool,” shouted

Tom over the roar and through the vibration.

“Then the decision must reside with the Akiran authorities,” said Arkan. “They have been

offered an antidote by Pandara,” offered Galliad. “At a price which will ruin the planet,” said

Jared. “I do not believe they have any other choice,” added Kaytier. Arthura turned to the

Sage. “You have said little Old Friend. Your wisdom and insight would be most welcome in this

matter.” The Sage took a moment of stillness before answering. “What has been said here is

not false. The choices within the time frame are limited. For the present moment, Akira is in

charge of its own destiny.” “Is it a coincidence that your arrival here coincides with this

situation?” asked Arthura. “In the manner of all things, coincidence does not have a place

here. Events flow forwards and occasionally backwards in time. There is always an evolution to

any occurrence. It is only the similarity of the summation that provides the concept of

coincidence.” “Then you have something more to add to our knowledge here?” asked

Arthura. “I have. After the time of Algo, I warned Tom Sterling that the effects of Algo had

spread to the far reaches of the galaxy. The cosmic balance had shifted. In some parts of the

galaxy, evil was created and in others evil was released.” “You mean Pandara is a direct

result of Algo’s power?” asked Kaytier. “I do. Before the banishment of Algo, his influence

spread and altered the universal balance. Pandara is but the first of a new line of evil and

chaos.” There was a quiet but perceptible groan from Jared. “What troubles you Jared?”

asked Arkan. “We have fought evil before.” “It is not Pandara who elicits my consternation,”

replied Jared. “It is the mention of Tom Sterling. Surely this situation cannot involve him?” “I

understand your trepidation Jared,” said Arthura, “but Tom Sterling has a link to Fate. If

Pandara emanates from the evil of Algo, then she is indeed dangerous and we again may need

his services.” He paused before adding, “No matter what additional havoc he may cause. Is this

what you perceive Old Friend?” The Sage nodded. “It is the principal reason for my presence.



I sensed Pandara as she approached this part of the galaxy. Her potential to lay planets bare is

uncompromising. Whether she understands it or not, her essence was created in the fire of

Algo. Tom Sterling may be our only chance. However, he will also be one of the first that Algo

will seek out.”Eleven “Tom, do you read, over?” said Jet. No answer. “Viper II to Viper I,

respond.” Still no answer. One last attempt. “Viper I this Viper II, respond now or I’m calling

in an emergency.” Jet’s finger hovered over the transponder danger button. One press would

send out an alarm which would have the effect of putting the WSA standby teams on full alert.

It was used in times of great danger but could also be utilised if a ship was in danger. However,

if she went ahead, it would mean an inquiry and that was not what they wanted whilst being

assessed. She was about to take action when… “Viper I receiving you. What’s up?” “What

do mean, “What’s up?” You were silent for nearly a minute. I almost sounded the alert code.”

“Uh, I’m not too sure. It must have been a comms fault or something. But I can hear you now,

so everything’s cool.” “Well I think we should report it just in case it’s a problem that will

return.” “Nah, I wouldn’t,” replied Tom. “If it happens again, we’ll do it, does that suit you?”

“Against my better judgement,” said Jet. “But I’m not happy about it.” There was silence

between them as they began to set up for their initial approach back to the WSA spaceport.

“Any one fancy a bit of fun?” said Tom. “No,” replied Jet and Red in unison. “Oh come on

guys, this flight has been so routine…it’s become boring.” “I like boring,” replied Red. “And

when I’m being assessed,” said Jet, “I think routine is just fine.” “Please yourselves then,” said

Tom, “but I fancy seeing how fast a Viper can accelerate from a slow cruise speed.” “The

flight manual tells you that,” said Red. “You just need to learn to read and everything will

become clear to you.” “You know Tom doesn’t do reading,” added Jet. “Well not when I can

test it out for myself.” “For what reason?” asked Red. “What if we’re in a situation when

we’re um, jumped on by enemy fighters?” “I would think my sensors would warn me before

that happened,” said Jet. “Okay,” replied Tom, “you’ve got a point there. But we’re still five

minutes from entering controlled airspace. It would be a shame to waste good Viper time.”

“Don’t Tom…” pleaded Jet. But too late. Tom guided his ship away from the other two.

“You’re a mathematician Red,” said Tom, “you can time me.” “Don’t do it Tom.” He ignored

her and set the Viper up. He checked ahead – no other ships in the vicinity. Next check his

altitude – high enough and out of controlled airspace. In Tom’s head he had covered all the

relevant points. It only left the fun bit. He slammed the throttles forwards. There was a roar from

the engine as it spooled up faster than it was supposed to do unless under extreme conditions.

Tom was slammed back into his seat. Even with the force dampeners set to maximum, he felt

as though he could barely move his arms. The Viper rocketed forwards and gained speed

quickly. “This is so cool,” shouted Tom over the roar and through the vibration. He was

about to call for a reading off Red when there was an explosion from behind him. “What

the…” It was quickly followed by silence. That didn’t last long either. A nasty sound of tearing

metal against alloy filled the cockpit. “Oh, oh, that doesn’t sound good,” was the only analysis

he could offer to whoever was listening. Luckily Red had been doing more than just timing

him. He had aimed one of his sensors at the Viper as it tore away from him and Jet. “You’ve

suffered a blow-out,” shouted Red. “Okay, got that,” answered Tom. “I’m going for an auto re-

start.” “Uh Tom?” said Red. Tom ignored him. Instead, “No luck, I’m going for a manual re-

start.” “Tom!” No answer. “Still no good, there must be something wrong with the…”

“Tom!” cut in Jet, “we both know what’s really wrong. Your engine has suffered a major

breakdown. It won’t re-start.” “That’s a bit of a bummer. I think I might be able to…” “You’ve

got to eject,” instructed Red. “Your engine is fried; there’s no way you can re-start it.” Tom

glanced down at his instrument display. They were all still functioning although many of them



were flashing red lights at him and sounding alarms. “I’ve still got plenty of altitude to play

with,” he said. “I can glide this ship into a safe landing.” “Where?” asked Jet. “Uh, I’m not

sure. I need to check alternative landing sites.” “I’m way ahead of you Tom,” interrupted Red,

“even though you have height, the gliding characteristics of a Viper are not good.” “Tell me

about it, I’m already at a 10 degree descent rate just to maintain flying speed.” “Okay, at your

present rate of descent and taking in lower wind vectors along with the drag coefficient of your

damaged Viper, I…” “Will you just tell me where I can put this thing down, preferably in one

piece?” shouted Tom. “Keep the maths for later when I’m not around.” “Okay, okay, you have

one option,” said Red, “but you’re not going to like it.”Twelve “Your time is up Mr President,” said

Pandara. “What is your decision?” Kendral looked down at the comms screen and sighed.

“You have left us no choice.” “That was the general intention.” “I have discussed the

situation with my council of ministers and we have come to a majority agreement to…” “While

you waste time with your political platitudes, may I remind you that your people are dying at an

ever increasing rate? I am not interested in your deliberations, only your decision.” “Very well,”

replied Kendral, “you win. We will give you what you want.” “That is a very wise decision.”

“How do we make the exchange for the antidote?” Pandara smiled and reflected how easy it

had once again been to fleece a whole planet of its wealth. “Do not worry Mr President, I shall

tell you exactly what to do.”
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